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10. Are there any circumstances in which
notifications relating to the employee or their
conduct will need to be made to local or international
regulators?
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In principle, the relationship between companies and employees in the financial services sector is private.
As such, companies do not have to communicate confidential information about their employees to third
parties, as this would constitute an infringement of their fundamental freedoms. However, in certain cases,
employers must alert the competent authorities in the event of behaviour or "suspicions" of behaviour by
one of their employees that is contrary to the law.

Thus, the Monetary and Financial Code provides that companies in the financial services sector, referred to
in article L.561-2 of the code (the list of which was updated by Ordinance no. 2023-1139 of December 6,
2023 on credit managers and credit buyers to include "Credit managers"), must report to the national
financial intelligence unit (Tracfin) all sums or transactions that they suspect to be the result of an offence
punishable by a prison sentence of more than one year, or related to the financing of terrorism or tax
evasion. This declaration may be made in respect of any employee of one of these companies.

In addition, when facts likely to constitute violations of the anticorruption code of conduct or to qualify as
corruption or influence peddling are brought to the attention of the company and its managers, an internal
investigation must be conducted (article 17 of Law No. 2016-1691 of 9 December 2016 on transparency). If
the investigation confirms the suspicions, the employer must, on the one hand, sanction the employee, but
also inform the prosecuting authority of the facts.

In smaller companies, the employer will also be able to report to the prosecution authorities any behaviour
that could lead to criminal sanctions.
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Yes. There are multiple potential reporting obligations with various timing imperatives. We include below a
snapshot of some of the key obligations:

under FCA Principle 11, firms have a general duty to inform the FCA of matters about which it would
reasonably expect notice;
a firm must notify the FCA immediately it becomes aware, or has information which reasonably
suggests, that a matter which could have a significant adverse impact on the firm’s reputation has
occurred, may have occurred or may occur in the foreseeable future;
a firm must notify the FCA immediately it becomes aware, or has information which reasonably
suggests, that a significant breach of a rule (including a significant breach of a Conduct Rule) has
occurred, may have occurred or may occur in the foreseeable future; and
a firm must also notify the FCA if it takes disciplinary action against an individual for a breach of the
Conduct Rules. Where the relevant individual is a senior manager, the notification must be made
within seven business days. Where the relevant individual is certified staff, the notification must be
made in the firm’s annual reporting.
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